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A

response to proposition 3
 Critique this USE-VQP-VCP model and the
example implementation
 Establish a series of analyses and
recommendations
 A driver for future developments to the
computer science curriculum
Participants: educational professionals,
technical specialists and business owners
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My journey – technology highlights/impacts
Introduction
• Computer Science (CS) & IT related fields –
technology impacts evolving curriculum
• Key points of abstract

Explanation of: USE-CVP-VCP model and an
example implementation – some impacts
Explanation of the activity
Aim of the activity: is to assess the proposed
model (20 mins):
Feedback from groups (10 mins)
Plenary comments (5 mins)
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PhD

• New direction
• Natural
language
processing in
AI
• ‘A linguistically
centred
text
based
conversational
4 s/w agent
• Proof
of
concept
• AI - impacts

2017

Senior
Lecturer (CS)

6

• Post-PhD
developments
• Write-up MSc
Cybersecurity
&
Software
Engineering
• Professional
Practice
Teaching
&
Coordinator
• Student
employability?

2018-

• Undergraduate
& postgraduate
• Business
computing
&
CS subjects –
programming,
systems
analysis,
web
development;
database; FYP
2supervision etc
• Wider
Technology
opportunities

2010-2012

1996-1999

Teaching

• STEM
ambassador
• Thesis
–
chapters to
papers
• Technical
meetups
• Technical
quals

2012-2017

• Moved to Leeds
• Recession +
Overqualified
• MSc – Information
• Systems Analyst –
British Gas
• Contract –
Programmer/IT
Support/Trainer
• Internet – exciting space

Post-PhD

• Proposal – web
semantic
search
&
linguistics
• But, customers
were
key
&intelligent
agent
space
interesting

1999-2010

Specializing &
working

• PGCE -IT (SS)
Lecturer – BC
University
Centre
• CS and
Computing
Solutions –
Business
benefits

1991-1995

1990

• Programming
• ‘A’ levels, CS,
Maths,
Economics
• BSc(Hons)
Applied
Sciences
• Apple – job
offer declined
• Job security?

Part-time
PhD

Teaching
Qual

CS Interest
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Proposition 3
Technological innovation will continue to drive the automation and globalisation of
professional work: STEM students and academics need to adopt resilient and flexible
approaches to learning and teaching to respond to a rapidly changing work place

(Advance-HE, 2018).
A stimulus workshop
New extended Computer Science (CS) curriculum model: USE-VQP-VCP
(University, Students and Employers – Vendor Qualification Providers – Value Chain
Partnership)
Abstract
Empirically, computer science (CS) and IT related graduates are failing to secure specialist
posts in the first three years after graduation, due to limited skills and specialist
experience. This issue contributes to the future skills gap of professionals for our
technology-driven world. Consequently, there is a growing vendor qualifications market;
creditability of digital wallets and their global acceptance. We propose a new CS curriculum
business value model comprising academia; embedded yearly industry qualifications;
annual short placements (increased employer engagement); industrial placement; an
extended academic year; fees (marginal increase). Benefits include: expediting graduates to
achieve their long term goals; skills gap minimized; employers recruiting ready
professionals.
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Module: Software Engineering Design Patterns
BSc Level 5 Module 4 learning outcomes, Assessment - Group
(50%) & Individual (50%)
Teaching pedagogy (Falkner and Falkner, 2012), learning
problem-based (Fee and Holland-Minkley, 2010), (Race, 2014)
scaffolding, constructive alignment, SE principles etc.
Group work: artefact-enemy game (student choice) Python
design patterns; SE & games concepts; team contract; agile
project mgnt practices; Sprint experience; TDD, GitHub and
version control; written report (SDLC), demo and feedback;
documentation (games specific)
Individual work – reflective log of group interactions and learning
experience
Summary – realistic setup within situated learning env (Blignaut
et al., 2013)
YSJ Univ – working group –placement experience/Career strategy
(York St John University 2019)
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• Current fees – high
• Opportunity of apprenticeships vs complete
experience
• Encourage use of MOOCs, other support networks
• Lack of graduate specific skills and attributes
• HEAR (High Education Achievement Report) –
recognition (heacademy.ac.uk, n.d)?
• ‘Students do not grasp the importance of engaging
early in their first year’. Employment engagement
officer (YSJ university, 2019)
• Independent learning and/or need to address
future challenges/careers/aspirations/potential
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• Working in a dynamic technology-driven world – 4th Industrial
revolution
• Employers expect professional and personal skills
• Issue - Graduate skill gap
• Issue - Persistent digital skills gap
• Issue - Post-Brexit skills gap
• Digital skills gap – Shadbolt Review of Computer Sciences Degree
Accrediation and Graduate Employability (Shadbolt, 2016) found:
• Computer science graduates suffer from higher unemployment
rates (11.7% six months after graduation) relative to other STEM
disciplines – science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(8.4%),
• Whilst paid professionals often lack the opportunities to branch
out in the digital world’ (WMCU, 2018)
• Need for more employer insight days – embedded employer
engagement model within an academic setting
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Globalised knowledge workspace and goal to nurture well rounded graduates
Universities UK research found out public are positive about universities (50%) but 30%
neutral , but 60% of those polled felt that universities did not equip graduates with the
skills they need to be successful in the workplace and almost 50% whether university
education represents good value for money (MediaFHE.com, 2018)
Encourage students to participate in xMOOC – massive open online courses – interactive
media such as videos, texts, and lectures that leveraged structured learning pathways on
central platforms (Sneddon, 2015)
Barrier to employer engagement – strategic vision and change management (IES, 2018).
‘The future workforce requirements for the HE sector will be largely influenced by the
factors driving change for the English HE sector nationally and globally. Staff in HE must
continue to adapt and change in response to these factors and the new expectations on
staff, in order to maintain a high-quality higher education sector’ (HEFCE, 2010, p.3).
Career strategies, employer engagement models. Engagement - measurable construct.
‘Organizations may have to choose between a standard measure that does not quite
meet their requirements, but enables benchmarking, and a customized measure that is
ideal in every way except for the ability to compare with other organizations. (Robinson
et al., 2007, p.24)
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•
•
•
•
•

‘Just in time training‘ vs ‘Just in case training’
‘Get them when they are young’ (COMPTIA evangelist, 2018)
Golden ticket, upskilling
MOOCs and vendor qualifications – complement each other
Creditability of digital wallets and their global
acceptance/recognition in job networking sites

Sustainable
Career
Certification
Figure 1 – Success in digital industries
(CompTIA, 2015)
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Figure 2 – The Jobs Landscape in 2022
Source: (World-Economic-Forum, 2018)
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Graduate attributes for CS in workplace (Blignaut et
al., 2013) uses Habermas’ 3 types of knowledge
interest (technical, practical and emancipatory)
(Habermas, 1972) (Habermas, 2015):

◦ Teamwork – practical knowledge
◦ Communication skills – technical (both verbal and written)
◦ Professionalism – practical specialist knowledge (including
ethical behaviour),
◦ Multiplism - Emancipatory (ability to cope with
uncertainty).– promote goal orientation, motivation, selfawareness
◦ Ability to do research (Bowden et al., 2000) (Andrews and
Higson, 2008) (Zepke and Leach, 2010) (Crawford et al.,
2011) (Aiken et al., 1994) (Barrie, 2007) (Wong, 1995).
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Figure 3 - Core skill sets in 2020
Source: (World-Economic-Forum, 2016)
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“By viewing digital skills as a competency everyone should
have, rather than the narrow domain of computing
graduates, there is significant opportunity to promote
innovation in UK firms and reverse the decline in national
productivity.”
Yet just as the potential is large, so is the challenge.
Currently there are few avenues for professionals trained
in other fields to pick up more than a superficial
knowledge of computing.
Figure 4 Technological drivers
Source:(World-EconomicForum, 2016)
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Figure 5 – UK profile
Source: (World-Economic-Forum, 2016)
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 Landmark study by People Power - City and Guild group surveyed 1000 UK
businesses (Durman, 2018)
 90% of employers – struggle to recruit the skilled staff required
 Two thirds of UK employers - skills gaps worsen or same next 3-5 yrs.
 46% of UK employers stating Brexit will hamper business growth.
 Request for support - Government (45%), UK education system (45%);
employers have responsibility for skills development (45%).
 All agree on skills shortage - global scale post-Brexit competitiveness.
 Universities’ changing role
 38% employer interest: Degree Apprenticeships
 Institutes of Technology (IOT) , Technological University Eg TU Dublin
with the introduction of “learn to work” courses
 Employers
 Upskill – further training, but leadership issues
 Students
 Post-Brexit - International issues – high student fees; £ value ⇩; cost of
living in UK ⇧; concerns on limited seamless travel in Europe;
 Optimism about Bologna, but ‘hard to engage’ for EU projects (or act as
associated member of EU)
 Erasmus (post 2021) impact on UK outward student mobility in terms of
costs, visas and academic recognition. (MediaFHE, n.d),
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University
Students
Employers

Vendor
Qualification
Providers

Success: University, Student, Employer and Society

USE-VQP-VCP
University Student Employers
Vendor Qualifications ProvidersValue Chain Partnerships
Figure 6 - USE-VQP-VCP
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Year 1

Year 2

•120 credit points (6 modules)
•2 vendor neutral qualfications
•Employability skills (HEAR compliant)
•Extended 4 weeks to the Academic calendar
•10% towards the degree classification

•100 credit points (5 modules)
•1 module Professional Practice with a short-time placement (4 wks)
•Placement Preparation (HEAR compliant)
•1 vendor neutral and 1 vendor specific qualfications
•Extended 4 weeks to the Academic calendar
•40% towards the degree classification

•Sandwich year
•CPD plan
•A series of role specific/technical/skills training
Year 3/summer
work

Year 4 or (Year
3)

•No sandwich year - Discovery programme with Team project/Internship

•80 credit points (4 modules)
•Double module - Final Year Project
•Graduate emplyability skills (HEAR compliant)
•2 vendor specific qualfications
•Extended 4 weeks to the Academic calendar
•50% towards the degree classification
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As a subject– CS and related fields have a unique set
of challenges that need to be addressed.
Potential graduates are central to driving and
implementing the technology driven world, in roles
such as change managers, technical specialists and
developers.
The value chain partnership of this model – provides
a driving force for the co-cooperativeness of
businesses and their own competitive need.
Academics have the potential of increased
employment engagement in the teaching, learning
and assessment (TLA) framework
Challenges that universities and employers have in
preparing candidates for digital roles that sit in
dynamic technology markets
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Model expansion - Detailed implementation on Moodle Sandpit page
◦ University
◦ Employment engagement
◦ Vendor qualification providers.
Link: https://moodle.yorksj.ac.uk/course/view.php?id=21296

Activity (question per group + swap) use of Moodle blog (access in session)
◦ (S) What may work and why?
◦ (W) Challenges;
◦ (O) What is missing/lacks detail?
◦ (T) What will not work and why?
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Feedback from groups
Facilitate discussion
How to include post workshop session
comments
Plenary comments



Any Questions/comments





◦ Dr Kulvinder Panesar
◦ Senior Lecturer in Computer Science
◦ k.panesar@yorksj.ac.uk
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